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Bright We Burn Delacorte Press
Discover the first book in a sparkling
paranormal romance trilogy from Kiersten White,
#1 New York Times bestselling author of And I
Darken. Evie’s always thought of herself as a
normal teenager, even though she works for the
International Paranormal Containment Agency,
her ex-boyfriend is a faerie, she’s falling for

a shape-shifter, and she’s the only person who
can see through supernatural glamours. She’s
also about to find out that she may be at the
center of a dark faerie prophecy promising
destruction to all paranormal creatures. So much
for normal. For fans of Teen Wolf, Buffy, and
Supernatural, this New York Times bestseller is
a witty, fresh, and downright fun read that will
capture your heart.
Slayer Ember
Tegen Matthews is the daughter of Dorothy Kelley, a club whore in the
Hell's Horsemen. Cage West is the son of the president of the Hell's
Horsemen. Tall and blond with deep brown eyes, as he grows up Cage
realizes the power of his dimpled smile and smooth drawl. With one
chance encounter, Tegen becomes forever tied to Cage. Following is a
wayward journey that is filled with regrets, mistakes, and heartache,
pulling at the threads that hold them together.
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Eye of the Moon Penguin
A captivating novel of first love, Egyptian mythology, and family,
from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of And I Darken
Isadora’s family is seriously screwed up—which comes with the
territory when you’re the human daughter of the Egyptian gods
Isis and Osiris. Isadora is tired of her immortal relatives and their
ancient mythological drama, so when she gets the chance to move
to California with her brother, she jumps on it. But her new life
comes with plenty of its own dramatic—and
dangerous—complications . . . Fans of Kiera Cass’s Selection
series or Cynthia Hand’s Unearthly trilogy will fall in love with
this enchanting, heartfelt YA romance.
It's Too Windy! Delacorte Press
The Chaos of StarsHarper Collins
Brave in the Woods Del Rey
Too hot to handle . . . Tabitha Allen grew up in the thick of Chaos-the
Chaos Motorcycle Club, that is. Her father is Chaos' leader, and the
club has always had her back. But one rider was different from the
start. When Tabby was running wild, Shy Cage was there. When
tragedy tore her life apart, he helped her piece it back together. And
now, Tabby's thinking about much more than friendship . . . Tabby is
everything Shy's ever wanted, but everything he thinks he can't have.
She's beautiful, smart, and as his friend's daughter, untouchable. Shy
never expected more than friendship, so when Tabby indicates she
wants more-much more-he feels like the luckiest man alive. But even
lucky men can crash and burn . . .
The Corpse Queen Harper Collins
Vampires, werewolves and shape-shifters? Just an average day for Evie, the
kick-ass heroine of New York Times bestselling PARANORMALCY trilogy.

Bitter End Harper Collins
The Goddess War begins in Antigoddess, the first installment of the new
series by acclaimed author of Anna Dressed in Blood, Kendare Blake. Old
Gods never die... Or so Athena thought. But then the feathers started
sprouting beneath her skin, invading her lungs like a strange cancer, and
Hermes showed up with a fever eating away his flesh. So much for living a
quiet eternity in perpetual health. Desperately seeking the cause of their slow,
miserable deaths, Athena and Hermes travel the world, gathering allies and
discovering enemies both new and old. Their search leads them to
Cassandra—an ordinary girl who was once an extraordinary prophetess,
protected and loved by a god. These days, Cassandra doesn't involve herself
in the business of gods—in fact, she doesn't even know they exist. But she
could be the key in a war that is only just beginning. Because Hera, the
queen of the gods, has aligned herself with other of the ancient Olympians,
who are killing off rivals in an attempt to prolong their own lives. But these
anti-gods have become corrupted in their desperation to survive, horrific
caricatures of their former glory. Athena will need every advantage she can
get, because immortals don't just flicker out. Every one of them dies in their
own way. Some choke on feathers. Others become monsters. All of them
rage against their last breath. The Goddess War is about to begin. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Camelot Betrayal Harper Collins
Isikara and her father tend the sacred crocodiles and assist at
mummifications of both humans and animals. One day, they are
ordered to a tomb. Two bodies are waiting for them--Queen Tiy
and her eldest son, Tuthmosis. Tuthmosis has been poisoned but
is clinging to life. With no time to spare, Isikara rescues the young
prince and runs away with him. The pair find themselves on a
journey across Egypt, searching for allies who will help Tuthmosis
regain his throne. Their travels lead them along the Nile, across
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the desert, and through bustling market towns. All the while they
must avoid their pursuers, the High Priests who wish to silence
them. But there are dangers in the desert and all around. Who can
they trust? And where will their adventure lead them? In this
gripping tale, published for the first time in the U.S., author
Dianne Hofmeyr spins a web of intrigue, mystery and adventure,
woven throughout with fascinating historical details about Ancient
Egypt.
Endlessly Page Street Kids
The wind has pushed Baby's carriage all the way down the hill.
Will the puppy find a way to save Baby?
Supernaturally The Chaos of Stars
From the remarkable imagination of acclaimed artist Jim Di Bartolo and the
exquisite pen of bestselling author Kiersten White comes a spellbinding story
of love, mystery, and dark conspiracy. From the remarkable imagination of
acclaimed artist Jim Di Bartolo and the exquisite pen of bestselling author
Kiersten White comes a spellbinding story of love, mystery, and dark
conspiracy, told in an alternating narrative of words and pictures.Cora and
Minnie are sisters living in a small, stifling town where strange and
mysterious things occur. Their mother runs the local boarding house. Their
father is gone. The woman up the hill may or may not be a witch.Thomas
and Charles are brothers who've been exiled to the boarding house so
Thomas can tame his ways and Charles can fight an illness that is killing him
with increasing speed. Their family history is one of sorrow and guilt. They
think they can escape from it . . . but they can't.Arthur is also new to the
boarding house. His fate is tied to that of Cora, Minnie, Thomas, and
Charles. He knows what darkness circles them, but can't say why, and
doesn't even know if they can be saved.
Escape from Plauen, a True Story Random House Worlds
�ESCAPE FROM PLAUEN tells the story of war’s depravation but also
tells the story of faith and the will to triumph against all odds. “An artist as

well as a writer, Renate Stoever has an artist's sensibility that lends beauty to
her writing. As a result, the reader is not just an observer, but also a
participant in her experience.This memoir of a remarkable life is a polished
gem. It will keep you turning pages until the last word.” —Christine Royer,
retired Vice-President of Public Affairs, Barnard College, N.Y. “I’ve been
a professional editor for more than thirty years, and Escape From Plauen is
better writing than the work of most professional writers I've edited. This is an
amazing story, and it is incredibly well written.” —Mike Slizewski,
professional editor Parts of this book moved me to tears...creating powerful
images of destruction...great choice of words describing the emotion, terror,
and horror of war as seen first hand through the eyes of a child. What a great
read...riveting....” —Carol Kreit, author of First Wives’ Tool Kit.
Antigoddess Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
An atmospheric and romantic debut fantasy perfect for fans of
Ash and The Winner’s Curse. Betrothed since childhood to the
prince of Mynaria, Princess Dennaleia has always known what her
future holds. Her marriage will seal the alliance between Mynaria
and her homeland, protecting her people from other hostile
kingdoms. But Denna has a secret. She possesses an Affinity for
fire—a dangerous gift for the future queen of a land where magic
is forbidden. Now Denna has to learn the ways of her new
kingdom while trying to hide her growing magic. To make
matters worse, she must learn to ride Mynaria’s formidable
warhorses before her coronation—and her teacher is the person
who intimidates her most, the prickly and unconventional Princess
Amaranthine, sister of her betrothed. When a shocking
assassination leaves the kingdom reeling, Mare and Denna
reluctantly join forces to search for the culprit. As the two work
together, they discover there is more to one another than they
thought—and soon their friendship is threatening to blossom into
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something more. But with dangerous conflict brewing that makes
the alliance more important than ever, acting on their feelings
could be deadly. Forced to choose between their duty and their
hearts, Mare and Denna must find a way to save their
kingdoms—and each other. Plus don't miss the sequel: Of Ice and
Shadows!
The Dark Descent of Elizabeth Frankenstein Harper Collins
Luke Skywalker and Lando Calrissian return in this essential novel set
between Return of the Jedi and The Force Awakens. The Empire is
dead. Nearly two decades after the Battle of Endor, the tattered
remnants of Palpatine’s forces have fled to the farthest reaches of the
galaxy. But for the heroes of the New Republic, danger and loss are
ever-present companions, even in this newly forged era of peace. Jedi
Master Luke Skywalker is haunted by visions of the dark side,
foretelling an ominous secret growing somewhere in the depths of
space, on a dead world called Exegol. The disturbance in the Force is
undeniable . . . and Luke’s worst fears are confirmed when his old
friend Lando Calrissian comes to him with reports of a new Sith
menace. After Lando’s daughter was stolen from his arms, he
searched the stars for any trace of his lost child. But every new rumor
leads only to dead ends and fading hopes—until he crosses paths with
Ochi of Bestoon, a Sith assassin tasked with kidnapping a young girl.
Ochi’s true motives remain shrouded to Luke and Lando. For on a
junkyard moon, a mysterious envoy of the Sith Eternal has bequeathed
a sacred blade to the assassin, promising that it will answer the
questions that have haunted him since the Empire fell. In exchange, he
must complete a final mission: Return to Exegol with the key to the
Sith’s glorious rebirth—Rey, the granddaughter of Darth Sidious
himself. As Ochi hunts Rey and her parents to the edge of the galaxy,
Luke and Lando race into the mystery of the Sith’s lingering shadow

and aid a young family running for their lives.
Kissing Ezra Holtz (and Other Things I Did for Science) Penguin
This thrilling short story from bestselling author Kiersten White is a
prequel to the psychological thriller Mind Games. Annie has been
blind since she was four. Suddenly—for an instant—she can see. And
what she sees will change her life forever. Fia will do anything for
Annie. But she never realized how far she would have to go to protect
her sister.And now she can never go back. Also available in the Mind
Games paperback and ebook (as of 12/3/13).
Own the Wind Simon and Schuster
“Deliciously macabre and utterly decadent.” —Kerri
Maniscalco, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Stalking
Jack the Ripper In this dark and twisty feminist historical mystery,
a teenage girl starts a new life as a grave robber but quickly
becomes entangled in a murderer's plans. Soon after her best
friend Kitty mysteriously dies, orphaned seventeen-year-old Molly
Green is sent away to live with her "aunt." With no relations that
she knows of, Molly assumes she has been sold as a maid for the
price of an extra donation in the church orphanage's coffers. Such
a thing is not unheard of. There are only so many options for an
unmarried girl in 1850s Philadelphia. Only, when Molly arrives,
she discovers her aunt is very much real, exceedingly wealthy, and
with secrets of her own. Secrets and wealth she intends to
share—for a price. Molly's estranged aunt Ava, has built her
empire by robbing graves and selling the corpses to medical
students who need bodies to practice surgical procedures. And she
wants Molly to help her procure the corpses. As Molly learns her
aunt's trade in the dead of night and explores the mansion by day,
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she is both horrified and deeply intrigued by the anatomy lessons
held at the old church on her aunt's property. Enigmatic Doctor
LaValle's lessons are a heady mixture of knowledge and power
and Molly has never wanted anything more than to join his male-
only group of students. But the cost of inclusion is steep and with a
murderer loose in the city, the pursuit of power and opportunity
becomes a deadly dance.
Mind Games HarperCollins UK
A Seventeen Best YA Book of 2020 So Far A Hypable Most
Anticipated YA Fantasy Sequel of 2020 “Will get Buffy fans up in
their feels.” —Entertainment Weekly on Slayer Nina continues to
learn how to use her slayer powers against enemies old and new in this
second novel in the New York Times bestselling series from Kiersten
White, set in the world of Buffy the Vampire Slayer. Now that Nina
has turned the Watcher’s Castle into a utopia for hurt and lonely
demons, she’s still waiting for the utopia part to kick in. With her
sister Artemis gone and only a few people remaining at the
castle—including her still-distant mother—Nina has her hands full.
Plus, though she gained back her Slayer powers from Leo, they’re not
feeling quite right after being held by the seriously evil succubus Eve,
a.k.a. fake Watcher’s Council member and Leo’s mom. And while
Nina is dealing with the darkness inside, there’s also a new threat on
the outside, portended by an odd triangle symbol that seems to be
popping up everywhere, in connection with Sean’s demon drug ring
as well as someone a bit closer to home. Because one near-apocalypse
just isn’t enough, right? The darkness always finds you. And once
again, it’s coming for the Slayer.
We Free the Stars Delacorte Press
When Alex falls for the charming new boy at school, Cole -- a

handsome, funny, sports star who adores her -- she can't believe she's
finally found her soul mate . . . someone who truly loves and
understands her. At first, Alex is blissfully happy. Sure, Cole seems a
little jealous of her relationship with her close friend Zack, but what guy
would want his girlfriend spending all her time with another boy? As
the months pass, though, Alex can no longer ignore Cole's small put-
downs, pinches, or increasingly violent threats. As Alex struggles to
come to terms with the sweet boyfriend she fell in love with and the
boyfriend whose "love" she no longer recognizes, she is forced to choose
-- between her "true love" and herself.
And I Darken: The Complete Trilogy Harper Collins
The breathless conclusion to the sparkling Paranormalcy trilogy from
Kiersten White, #1 New York Times bestselling author of And I Darken For
fans of Teen Wolf, Buffy, and Supernatural, the Paranormalcy trilogy is a
witty, fresh, and downright fun read that will capture your heart. In this third
book in the series, Evie has way too much on her to-do list. Paranormals are
begging her to open a faerie gate so they can leave the human world. The
Dark Queen is torturing humans and must be destroyed. Prom is coming up,
too—and, oh, yeah, her shape-shifting boyfriend has been cursed to fall into
an enchanted sleep whenever he and Evie are in the same room. Even
Evie’s ex-boyfriend, the faerie Reth, can’t reverse the dark magic. An epic
battle is looming, and the choices Evie makes will determine the fate of the
whole paranormal world—and her own life.
The Excalibur Curse Scholastic Inc.
“Will get Buffy fans up in their feels.” —Entertainment Weekly
A New York Times and Publishers Weekly bestseller From
bestselling author Kiersten White comes the first novel in a series
set in the world of Buffy the Vampire Slayer that introduces a new
Slayer as she grapples with the responsibility of managing her
incredible powers that she’s just beginning to understand. Into
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every generation a Slayer is born⋯ Nina and her twin sister,
Artemis, are far from normal. It’s hard to be when you grow up
at the Watcher’s Academy, which is a bit different from your
average boarding school. Here teens are trained as guides for
Slayers—girls gifted with supernatural strength to fight the forces
of darkness. But while Nina’s mother is a prominent member of
the Watcher’s Council, Nina has never embraced the violent
Watcher lifestyle. Instead she follows her instincts to heal, carving
out a place for herself as the school medic. Until the day Nina’s
life changes forever. Thanks to Buffy, the famous (and infamous)
Slayer that Nina’s father died protecting, Nina is not only the
newest Chosen One—she’s the last Slayer, ever. Period. As Nina
hones her skills with her Watcher-in-training, Leo, there’s plenty
to keep her occupied: a monster fighting ring, a demon who eats
happiness, a shadowy figure that keeps popping up in Nina’s
dreams⋯ But it’s not until bodies start turning up that Nina’s
new powers will truly be tested—because someone she loves might
be next. One thing is clear: Being Chosen is easy. Making choices
is hard.
Star Wars: Shadow of the Sith HarperCollins
A New York Times bestseller! The second book in the Sands of
Arawiya duology by the masterful Hafsah Faizal—the follow-up to the
smash New York Times bestselling novel We Hunt the Flame.
Darkness surged in his veins. Power bled from her bones. The battle on
Sharr is over. The Arz has fallen. Altair may be captive, but Zafira,
Nasir, and Kifah are bound for Sultan’s Keep, determined to finish
the plan Altair set in motion: restoring the hearts of the Sisters of Old
to the minarets of each caliphate, finally bringing magic to all of
Arawiya. But they are low on resources and allies alike, and the

kingdom teems with fear of the Lion of the Night’s return. As the
zumra plots to overthrow Arawiya’s darkest threat, Nasir fights to
command the magic in his blood. He must learn to hone his power, to
wield it against not only the Lion but his father as well, trapped under
the Lion’s control. Zafira battles a very different darkness festering in
her through her bond with the Jawarat—it hums with voices, pushing
her to the brink of sanity and to the edge of a chaos she dares not
unleash. In spite of everything, Zafira and Nasir find themselves falling
into a love they can’t stand to lose . . . But time is running out, and if
order is to be restored, drastic sacrifices will have to be made. Lush and
striking, hopeful and devastating, We Free the Stars is the masterful
conclusion to the Sands of Arawiya duology by New York
Times–bestselling author Hafsah Faizal.
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